Training Information

Market Segment: Healthcare, Other
Title: HOW TO CLEAN DELIVERY AND LABOR ROOMS

Check If Applicable: ○ Rx Procedure ● None ○ Cleancheck Procedure

Tools & Materials Needed:

A. Two mop buckets with wringers
B. Wet mops and handles
C. Dust mop, handle and frame
D. Dust pan and lobby broom
E. Trigger spray bottle
F. Clean cloths
G. Putty knife
H. Measuring cup
I. rash can liners
J. Biohazard bags
K. "Wet floor" signs
L. Gloves and personal protective equipment

Products:

1. Cleaner disinfectant
2. Glass cleaner
3. Dust mop/dust cloth treatment

Procedures:

I. Purpose of Delivery and Labor Room Cleaning
   A. Maintain high sanitation level for the health and safety of the newborn infants and their mothers.
   B. Reduce the risk of nosocomial infections.

II. Procedure for Cleaning Delivery Rooms
   A. Change into scrub uniform in the lounge. Put on gloves and required personal protection equipment.
   B. Assemble all cleaning equipment and products.
   C. Prepare cleaner disinfectant solution in one mop bucket and trigger sprayer. Measure concentrate accurately using the measuring cup.
   D. Spray the dust mop with the dust mop/dust cloth treatment. Dust mop the floor with the treated mop. Pick
up soil with the dust pan and lobby broom. Use putty knife to remove stuck debris.

E. Remove trash can liner after closing with a twist tie. Carefully lift liner out of trash container and put in your cart. Disinfect the trash container inside and out using the trigger sprayer of disinfectant and a clean cloth. Reline the trash container with the appropriate type of liner. A biohazard bag may be necessary.

F. Spot wash the walls using the trigger spray bottle filled with cleaner disinfectant and a clean cloth.

G. Place "Wet floor" signs at all entrances.

H. Wet mop delivery room floor and connecting hall with the cleaner disinfectant.

I. Between deliveries: Spot wash the walls using the trigger spray bottle filled with cleaner disinfectant and a clean cloth. Wet mop the floor after each delivery, changing the prepared solution after each room.

III. Procedure for Cleaning Labor Rooms

A. Put on gloves and required personal protection equipment.

B. Remove trash can liner after closing with a twist tie. Carefully lift liner out of trash container and put in your cart. Disinfect the trash container inside and out using the trigger sprayer of disinfectant and a clean cloth. Reline the trash container with the appropriate type of liner. A biohazard bag may be necessary.

C. Damp dust blinds and window sills with disinfectant solution and a clean cloth.

D. Wash windows, as needed.

E. Spot wash the walls using the trigger spray bottle filled with cleaner disinfectant and a clean cloth.

F. Spray the dust mop with the dust mop/dust cloth treatment. Dust mop the floor with the treated mop. Pick up soil with the dust pan and lobby broom. Use putty knife to loosen stuck debris.

G. Place "Wet floor" signs at all entrances.

H. Wet mop delivery room floor and connecting hall with the cleaner disinfectant.

I. If the floor is carpeted, follow the procedures outlined in the section on carpet care.

J. Follow the Bloodborne Pathogen Standard when cleaning up all spills and splatters.

K. If there is a shower area attached to the labor room, clean it following the procedure "How to Clean and Disinfect Showers".